A Comparison of the Edge Rate vs. a Stamped/Cut Contact

The purpose of this document is to compare Samtec’s Edge Rate contact to a standard Stamped/Cut style contact both mechanically and electrically. Some of the attributes that will be compared include Durability, Normal Force, Insertion/Withdrawal Force, Contact Wear, and Signal Integrity performance.

For this comparison, we chose Samtec’s HSEC8 Series and MEC8 Series connectors. Both of these connectors are used in edge card applications, see Figures 1 and 2. We picked these two products because they are virtually the same connector, but with different style contact systems. Both connectors feature two rows of contacts on .8mm (.0315”) pitch, but the HSEC8 Series uses the Edge Rate contact system whereas the MEC8 Series uses a Stamped/Cut contact system. See links below for more information on these two product series.

Click here for the HSEC8 Series  
Click here for the MEC8 Series

Figure 1 - HSEC8 Series and HSEC8 Series mated with Edge Card  
Figure 2 - MEC8 Series and MEC8 Series mated with Edge Card
Each of these contact styles has its advantages and disadvantages depending on the application/end use. The major advantage the Stamped/Cut contact system has over the Edge Rate contact system is the ability to produce ultra fine pitch connectors. Ultra fine pitch connectors are those connectors under .8mm (.0315”) pitch from contact to contact. Currently, the tightest pitch available on a connector using the Edge Rate contact system is .8mm (.0315”), while connectors using the Stamped/Cut contact system are available on .635mm (.025”) and .5mm (.0197”) pitch.

Stamped/Cut contacts mate on the cut edge of the stamping which can be seen in Figure 4. This edge is considerably rough compared to the flat surface of the Edge Rate contact shown in Figure 3 where the contacts mate on the mill supplied surface of the contacts.

As a result of the contact fabrication, the Edge Rate contact will always feature a smoother mating surface. See Figures 5 and 6 for a visual comparison of the contact surfaces as seen under high resolution. This difference in contact surface finish is what contributes to the Durability and Wear characteristic differences that we see between the Edge Rate and Stamped/Cut contact systems. See Samtec’s White Paper on Contact Wear for Stamped/Cut Contacts more information.
Because the Stamped/Cut contact is considerably thicker than it is wide, its Spring Rate is generally higher as compared to an Edge Rate contact of similar size, see Figures 7 and 8. The Spring Rate is the amount of Normal Force required to deflect the contact beam a defined unit of distance. In comparison, Edge Rate contacts are wider than they are thicker, and thus have a lower spring rate, see Table 1. Spring Rate, along with a few other variables, affects the Insertion/Withdrawal characteristics that a connector system exhibits. This is sometimes referred to as Mating/Un-mating forces.

In general, the lower the Spring Rate, the lower the Insertion/Withdrawal forces. When comparing the Insertion/Withdrawal numbers for both contact systems, the trend is that the higher the Spring Rate, the greater the Insertion/Withdrawal force is displayed, see Table 2 for examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Force (.012” deflection/g)</th>
<th>Spring Rate (grams/in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSEC8 Series</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC8 Series</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Normal Force/Spring Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Insertion Force (lbf)</th>
<th>Withdrawal Force (lbf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSEC8 30 Pos.</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC8 30 Pos.</td>
<td>11.28</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSEC8 50 Pos.</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC8 50 Pos.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Insertion/Withdrawal Force

Figure 7 (mm)  
Edge Rate Contact  
Samtec’s HSEC8 Series

Figure 8 (in)  
Stamped/Cut Contact  
Samtec’s MEC8 Series
The rough surface on the Stamped/Cut style contact will create “wear tracks” on the contact beams. The rate at which these “wear tracks” are created define the Durability of the connector which is more commonly referred to as Cycle Life. The smooth mating surface of the Edge Rate style contact has a slower rate of “wear tracks” growth. This allows the Edge Rate contact system to be rated at a much higher Cycle Life.

When comparing the differences between these two contacts from a High Speed electrical standpoint, some general conclusions can be made. Due to the contact design/construction required, the Stamped/Cut style contact exhibits more coupling which in turn means more Cross Talk. There are also more geometry changes in the Stamped/Cut contact which can negatively affect the Impedance and the Return Loss. For the most well behaved Impedance profile, the contact that exhibits the straightest, most consistent material cross section usually performs the best.

In summary, we compared the Edge Rate contact to the Stamped/Cut style contact in regards to Durability, Normal Force, Insertion/Withdrawal Force, Contact Wear, and Signal Integrity performance. Both contact styles have applications that they are best suited for, and even though we did not cover the cost of these contact styles, this can also be a factor when determining the best overall solution for your application.

For additional questions in regards to these contact styles, contact our Customer Engineering Support Group at ces@samtec.com. For more information about Samtec connectors, please visit our website at www.samtec.com.